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1. Abbreviations and definitions 
 

1.1 Abbreviations 

IMMC Interinstitutional Metadata Maintenance Committee 

CERES Central Electronic Reception System 

OJ Official Journal of the European Union 

OP-RECVAL Publications Office, reception and validation service 

OP-OJ Publications Office, OJ production unit 

OP-SIGN Publications Office, OJ signature platform 

CONTR OJ production contractor 

  

1.2 Definitions 

CERES IT system which receives all incoming IMMC packages, validates, evtl. 
dispatches and evtl. processes them. Monitoring is done by OP-RECVAL. 

PlanJO IT system in which the OJ production unit coordinates the OJ production life 
cycle. 

ESEAL IT system which provides the service to digitally sign a PDF file and thus 
establishes the legally Authentic OJ. 

IMMC package A ZIP package containing at least the IMMC descriptor file + optionally 
transported content files. 

IMMC 
descriptor 

A (schema valid) XML file which contains the administrative and descriptive 
metadata of an IMMC transmission. 
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2. Introduction 
 

2.1 Purpose of the Document 

This document defines the specific usage rules of the IMMC protocol for exchanging content (files) and 

metadata between the Publications Office and its contractors in the context of the OJ act-by-act 

publication in preproduction phase. 

2.2 Scope 

The specifications describe in detail the content of the IMMC descriptors for the exchanges during the OJ 

act-by-act publication in the preproduction phase starting with the publication/offer request and ending 

with the close act.   
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3 Transmission rules 
 
The stakeholders exchange IMMC messages in the context of the act-by-act publication in preproduction 

phase as depicted in the diagrams below. 

Normal workflow: 

PUBL
PLANJO

PRIVATE
TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

From OP -> 
Contractor

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

END

PUBL

PRIVATE

TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

From Contractor -> 
OP

 

Competition workflow: 

END

PUBL
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TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

END

PUBL

PRIVATE

TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

TECHNICAL NACK

BUSINESS 
VALIDATION NACK

BUSINESS VALIDATION ACK

From OP -> 
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From Contractor -> 
OP

 

The IMMC based workflow is initiated by the Publications Office's message, which is used to order the 

publication (publication request in the case of normal workflow or offer request in case of competition 
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workflow) of the document. The contractor receives one or more publication request for a work. For any 

reason the Publications Office may afterwards cancel the initial publication request.  

Upon reception of every IMMC package, the contractor shall perform validation controls and report back 

to OP any parsing errors (technical NACK), reject the request for any business reason (business validation 

NACK) or accept the request (business validation ACK) and proceed with the production or stop the 

production (in case of OP cancellation).   

The publication office sends the final message ‘close act’ to the contractor in order to inform them that 

the document is closed and can be published. The message ‘close act cancel’ is sent to the contractor in 

order to inform them that the document is taken out from the publication and should not be delivered. 

3.1 Basic principles 

 
The IMMC messages cover the information exchanged during the OJ act by act publication.  

In particular, IMMC messages shall be used for sending data files (e.g. manuscripts in different formats 

such as .doc, .pdf etc.) and business level metadata (e.g. title of the document, language of the document, 

publication date, etc.).  

The recipient of an IMMC message is expected to reply with an acknowledgment message to the sender. 

Each IMMC package and the corresponding IMMC descriptor shall respect the formal file naming 

convention defined in this document. 

Other data files included in the IMMC package respect their author's naming conventions. The 

stakeholders are not required to perform any control to verify their names.  

Each IMMC package shall contain: 

- An IMMC descriptor:  this is an XML file that contains basic information concerning the message itself, 
like the transmission identifier, the sender, the recipient, the date and time of the transmission etc. 
and the business level metadata. 

- The data files: the message can include manuscripts in several languages and formats.  
 

3.2 Extended IMMC transmission header 

The OJ act extension as described in this document uses some modern features of IMMCv2, namely the 

extended IMMC transmission header already known from IMMCv3. In the scope of OJ act by act 

production only the latter will be used. 

The extended transmission header consists of information about the sender and the recipient of a 

transmission in separate elements (<cmt:sender>, <cmt:recipient>). Both elements have the same 

principle structure. 

When the recipient replies to an IMMC message they will simply “swap” the sender and recipient element 

in the message. 
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The information from the transmission header is used especially in the context of IMMC message routing 

between the different exchange participants and must contain thus well defined and reliable contact 

information. 

3.3 XML Namespaces 

In the scope of OJ act by act IMMC messages the following XML namespaces will be used: 

Namespace prefix1 Namespace URI 

cmt: http://publications.europa.eu/resource/core-metadata-transmission 

cm: http://publications.europa.eu/resource/core-metadata 

cmext: http://publications.europa.eu/resource/core-metadata-extensions 

ojacttrans: urn:eu:ojact:transmission 

ojactext: urn:eu:ojact:extensions 

comext:, 

councilext:, … 

Author domain specific namespaces introduced by the OJ manuscripts. They will 

remain untouched by the OJ production process. 

 

 

 
1 The namespace prefixes used in actual IMMC message instances my deviate, however, they need to be assigned 

properly to their namespace URIs. The values shown here are used consistently for the description. 

http://publications.europa.eu/resource/core-metadata-transmission
http://publications.europa.eu/resource/core-metadata
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4. Messages from Publications Office to contractors 
This chapter presents the list and the structure of the messages sent from Publications Office to 

contractors. 

Message Description 

Publication Request This message is used to order the publication of a document. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message, a human readable PDF 

version of the message, the model of the document and optionally manuscripts. 

This message is a merge of the publication request and prepress request of the OJ 

production mode. 

Publication Request 

Cancel  

This message is used to cancel the publication of an already ordered document 

before the closing. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message. 

Offer Request This message is used to request a price offer from all of the contractors of lot4 for a 

given document. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message, the human readable 

message as PDF and the manuscripts of the document. 

Decision on offer 

(acceptance) 

This message is the answer to the successful contractor who wins this opening of 

the competition. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and the human 

readable message as PDF. 

Decision on offer 

(refusal) 

This message is the answer to the other contractors who do not win this opening of 

the competition. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and the human 

readable message as PDF. 

Document Proofs  This message is used to dispatch the corrections of the proofs for one or more 

linguistic versions of a given document. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and one or more proof 

documents. 

Document Control 

Proofs  

This message is used to dispatch the corrections of the Control proofs for a given 

linguistic version of a given document. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and one or more proof 

documents. 

Ready For Press 
 

This message is sent to confirm the publication and the print run of a given 

document.  
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Message Description 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and a human readable 

PDF version of the message. 

Close Act This message is used to inform the contractor that the document is closed and can 

be published after the corrections, if any, requested by Publications Office have 

been done 

Including Ready for Press in the IMMC message. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and the Ready for 

Press PDF file. 

Close Act Cancel This message is used to inform the contractor that the document is taken out from 

the publication and should not be delivered. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message. 

Communication Post This message is used for the exchange of messages between the printers and OP in 

order to assure that all communications concerning publications are logged and that 

replies are guaranteed with automatic reminders. It can be sent either from OP to 

Printer or from Printer to OP. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and optionally 

attachments. 

ACK messages This message is used to acknowledge the reception of a message from a contractor. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and the human 

readable message as PDF. 

4.1 Message: Publication Request  

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.publication.request.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− publication.request.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm _YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc -xxxx.xml: IMMC 
envelope with all meta data (order form in IMMC) 

− publication.request.pdf: same order form as a human readable message in PDF format 

− model_name.pdf : typo model in PDF format; model_is a constant string and name is variable 

− manuscripts: zero or more manuscripts files (Word, Excel, XML, etc.). The file name is variable. 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: order, context=”publication.request” 
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Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:PublicationRequestWorkExtensionType 

- ojactext:PublicationRequestExpressionExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - One work of type FORM_REQ_PUB containing 

the model and the publication request in pdf format 

- The work of the document containing the manuscripts 

normally in docx, xlsx, pdf,…. 
 

 

4.2 Message: Publication Request Cancel 

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.publication.cancel.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− publication.cancel.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm _YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc -xxxx.xml: IMMC 
envelope with all meta data (order form in IMMC) 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: cancellation, context=”publication.request” 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:PublicationRequestCancelWorkExtensionType 

- ojactext:PublicationRequestExpressionExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - The work of the document  
 

 

4.3 Message: Offer Request 

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.offer.request.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− offer.request.zip: constant string 
Content:  
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− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: Offer request in 
IMMC 

− offer.request.pdf: same offer request form as a human readable message in PDF format 

− model_name.pdf : typo model in PDF format; model_is a constant string and name is variable 

− manuscripts: manuscripts files (Word, Excel, XML, etc.). The file name is variable. 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: offer request 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:OfferRequestWorkExtensionType 

- ojactext:PublicationRequestExpressionExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - One work of type FORM_REQ_PUB containing 

the model and the offer request in pdf format 

- The work of the document containing the manuscripts 

 normally in docx, xlsx, pdf,…. 
 

 

4.4 Message: Offer Acceptance 

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.offer.acceptance.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− offer.acceptance.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: offer acceptance in 
IMMC 

− publication.request.pdf: same order form as a human readable message in PDF format 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: offer decision, context=”offer.acceptance” 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:PublicationRequestWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - One work of type FORM_REQ_PUB containing 

the publication request in pdf format 

- The work of the document  
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4.5 Message: Offer Refusal 

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.offer.refusal.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− offer.refusal.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: offer refusal (with or 
without attribution) in IMMC 

− offer.refusal.pdf: same refusal form as a human readable message in PDF format 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: offer decision, context=”offer.refusal” 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:OfferRefusalWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - One work of type FORM_REQ_PUB_REFUS containing 

the offer refusal in pdf format 

- The work of the document  
 

 
The offer refusal informs the contractors about the price of the successful contractor, if an offer is 

already retained (refusal with attribution).  

The contractor will also be informed via this message if no offers are retained (refusal without 

attribution). 

4.6 Message: Document Proofs  

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.proof.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− proof.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: metadata of 
document proofs in IMMC 

− proofs: one or more proof files in PDF format. The file name is variable. 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 
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Phase workflow: proof 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:ProofWorkExtensionType 
- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - The work of the document containing  

the proofs in PDF 
 

 

4.7 Message: Document Control Proofs  

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.control.proof.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− control.proof.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml:  metadata of 
document control proofs in IMMC 

− control proofs: one or more proof files in PDF format. The file name is variable. Control proofs 
are in one linguistic version only. 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: control.proof 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:ProofWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - The work of the document containing  

one control proof in PDF (normally in ENG) 
 

 

4.8 Message: Ready For Press 

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.ready.for.press.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− ready.for.press.zip: constant string 
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Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml:  metadata of ready 
for press in IMMC 

− ready.for.press.pdf : form in PDF format 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: ready for press 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:ReadyForPressWorkExtensionType 

- ojactext:ReadyForPressWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - One work of type FORM_REQ_READY_PRESS  

Containing the ready for press in pdf format 

- The work of the document  
 

 

4.9 Message: Close Act 

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.OJ-YYYYMMDD-xxx.close.act.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− close.act.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm _YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: metadata of final 
close act in IMMC 

− ready.for.press.pdf: same optional ready for press form as a human readable message in PDF 
format 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: publication, context=”close.act” 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:CloseActWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - One work of type FORM_REQ_READY_PRESS  

Containing the ready for press in pdf format 

- The work of the document  
 

 
Remark: in this phase, the metadata contains for the first time in the process the precalculated OJ ID 
used later in the process for signature handling and ingestion in the repository for dissemination. 
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Furthermore may the metadata contain information about EU institutional sessions (element: cm:session 
and references to it) and/or Link packages (element: cm:dossier and references to it). This information is 
to be forwarded for delivery by the contractor without modification. 
 

4.10 Message: Close Act Cancel 

ZIP file name: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.OJ-YYYYMMDD-xxx.cancel.act.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− cancel.act.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm _YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: metadata of cancel 
act in IMMC 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: cancellation, context=”close.act” 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:CancelActWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work The work of the OJ act document  
 

 

4.11 Message: Communication Post 

ZIP file name:  

From OP to Printer: O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx. communication.post.zip 

where: 

− O01: constant string for Publications Office as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office 

− communication.post.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− O01-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: metadata of 
Communication form in IMMC;  

− attachments: zero or more attachment files (Word, Excel, XML, etc.). The file name is variable 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: monitoring, context=”communication.post” 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 
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- ojactext:CommunicationPostWorkExtensionType 

Work - One work of type FORM_REQ_COMM_DOC 

Containing the attachment to the communication post 

- The work of the document, w/o expressions 
 

 

4.12 Message: ACK / NACK 

The Contractor shall send an acknowledgement message as response to the reception of a message from 

the Publications Office. 

Each request message is returned to the emitter with a global validation status on the root element and 

detailed status at each level of the structure. At the root level, this status is FAILED if any part of the 

request has failed. On Each level of the request, the validation status is defined as PASSED or FAILED. E.g: 

On the transmission level, failure in zip integrated will be reported, on the workflow level, the processing 

failure, … 

In recent IMMCv2 schemas the <cmt:receipt> root element has been introduced (as harmonization 

with IMMCv3 which has this element from the beginning). By using this root element, the complete core 

metadata based FRBR structure of a document can be sustained, however all non-core metadata 

extension elements are removed. Instead, each FRBR level can hold a validation extension element 

indicating the validation status of that element and evtl. a user comment and one or more validation 

report file references. Like that an acknowledgement or refusal message can be returned by adding a 

status and a comment indicating the reason for the sending of the message or confirming proper 

continuation of the requested activity. 

The element  <cmt:response_transmission> shall contain the reference of the original message (the 

value of the previous message’s cmt:transmission/@id). Furthermore, sending context (original 

//cmt:sender/cmt:context) and moment of the original transmission 

(//cmt:transmission/cmt:date_time) shall be kept in the optional attributes “context” and 

“date_time”. By keeping subsequently <cmt:response_transmission> elements the complete 

transmission history of a document can be kept. 

 

The name of the zip file and of the XML file changes according to the message to be acknowledged. 

The following ACK message can be sent by the contractor: 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.publication.request.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 

 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.publication.cancel.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 

 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.offer.request.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 
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− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.offer.acceptance.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 

 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.offer.refusal.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 

 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.proof.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 

 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.control.proof.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 

 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.ready.for.press.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 

 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.close.act.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 
 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.cancel.act.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 

 

− ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.communication.post.ack.zip 
Content: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml 
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5 Messages sent from contractors to Publications 

Office 
This chapter presents the list and the structure of the messages sent from contractors to the Publications 

Office. 

Each contractor must receive a unique code by the Publication Office in order to start using the IMMC 

protocol. This code is then used in file names and XML envelopes. 

Message Description 

Document Proofs  This message is used to dispatch the proofs for one or more linguistic versions of a 

given document. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and one or more proof 

documents. 

Document Control 

Proofs  

This message is used to dispatch the control proofs for a linguistic version of a given 

document. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message and one or more proof 

documents. 

Offer This message is used to inform the publication Office about a price offer for lot4. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message. 

Communication 

post 

This message is used for the exchange of messages between the printers and OP in 

order to assure that all communications concerning publications are logged and that 

replies are guaranteed with automatic reminders. It can be sent either from OP to 

Printer or from Printer to OP. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message. 

ACK messages This message is used to acknowledge the reception of a message from a contractor. 

The message is packed in a zip file as the IMMC xml message. 

5.2 Message: Document Proofs  

ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.proof.zip 

where: 

− XXX: the code assigned by the Publications Office to each contractor as sender  

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− proof.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− XXX-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: proof metadata in 
IMMC 
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− proofs: one or more proof files in PDF format. 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: proof 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:ProofWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - The work of the document containing  

the proofs in PDF 
 

  

5.3 Message: Document Control Proofs  

ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx.control.proof.zip 

where: 

− XXX: the code assigned by the Publications Office to each contractor as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: document unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit 
number 

− control.proof.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− XXX-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: document control 
proofs metadata in IMMC 

− control proofs: one or more proof files in PDF format. The file name is variable. Control proofs 
are in one linguistic version only. 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: control proof 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:ProofWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - The work of the document containing  

one control proof in PDF (normally in ENG) 
 

 

5.4 Message: Offer 

ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.OJ-YYYYMMDD-xxx.offer.zip 

where: 

− XXX: the code assigned by the Publications Office to each contractor as sender  

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− OJ-YYYYMMDD-xxx: OJ unique identifier defined by Publications Office; xxx is a 3 digit number 

− offer.zip: constant string 
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Content:  

− XXX-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml: offer in IMMC 
The contractor can decide to participate in the competition and give in his offer the price of OJ and the 

estimated printed pages or he cannot participate in this competition and inform the OP about his 

decision. 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: offer 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:OfferWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work The work of the document  
 

 

5.5 Message: Communication Post 

ZIP file name: xxx-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm.YYYYMMDD-xxx. communication.post.zip 

where: 

− XXX: the code assigned by the Publications Office to each contractor as sender 

− YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm: timestamp 

− YYYYMMDD-xxx: Document unique identifier defined by Publications Office 

− communication.post.zip: constant string 
Content:  

− XXX-YYYYMMDDHHMMSSmmm_YYYY-MM-DDTHHMMSSmmm_immc.xml:communication form 
in IMMC 

− attachments: zero or more attachment files (Word, Excel, XML, etc.). The file name is variable. 

IMMC descriptor Root Element: ojacttrans:ojact_transmission_request 

Phase workflow: monitoring, context=”communication.post” 

Allowed extensions: - ojactext:WorkflowExtensionType 

- ojactext:CommunicationPostWorkExtensionType 

- The extension sent from the author of the document 

Work - One work of type FORM_REQ_COMM_DOC 

Containing the attachment to the communication post 

- The work of the document 
 

 

 


